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I am honored to participate in the formation of faith-based justice
leaders. I give thanks for young adults I have accompanied during the last
decade who have committed themselves to serving at the intersection of
faith communities and God’s love and justice in the world. For example,
I watched Jenn do community organizing with faith communities during
the year that Seattle, WA raised its minimum wage. Her organizing work
was credited locally as a key influencer in this success. I walked with
sisters, Cassandra and Katharine, who gained experience in community
development, refugee ministries and public health, and have continued
in professional careers related to those passions. Cousins, Hannah and
Meredith, practiced skills in labor organizing and immigration justice. I
was thrilled that the BBC hired Hannah after seeing the photographs that
emerged from her experience. Meredith went on to teach grade school
in Guatemala. Earlier this year, I heard the powerful poetry of Rebekah as
she spoke theologies from people who live with physical disabilities. She
will be the keynote speaker at a significant regional church gathering next
spring.
These faith based justice leaders and hundreds of others have
experienced intentional community, shaped their vision of faith and
justice, learned and practiced skills, and networked with others already
engaged in such faith based justice ministry. They exemplify how
leadership for justice movements does not just happen, but requires
sacred space in which to learn and dream. It takes safe space in which to
be mentored and to learn and practice skills. In contemporary cultures
where faith communities and justice movements can find themselves
on different tracks, these leaders have gained experience in identifying
overlap, intersections and confluence.

Such leadership development is not limited to a particular program, but
its components can be found in every faith community.
Justice leaders need intentional community. What if every congregation
considered itself an intentional community in which we do not ourselves
choose who sits at the table and we stay connected to that table anyway?
Intentional community subverts a win-lose relationship among people by
multiplying strengths and empowering one another.
Justice leaders need skills and practice in negotiating complexity. What
if every pastoral care team saw their role as community organizing, to
listen and discern a way together to address self-perceived needs in the
community? A congregation’s fellowship or education time could identify
and celebrate the assets of the community, gathered and scattered,
especially those strengths not usually visible.
Justice leaders need vision and vocation. What if Karl Barth’s vision of
preaching with a newspaper in one hand and the Bible in the other was
updated to the social media age? Exploration of who God is and how God
relates to the world makes the shape of God’s love and wholeness visible.
Such a search together offers energy and encouragement for the long
journey ahead.
My witness for justice contends that church with these passions sings Joy
to the World.
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The United Church of Christ has more
than 5,000 churches throughout the
United States. Rooted in the Christian
traditions of congregational governance
and covenantal relationships, each UCC
setting speaks only for itself and not on
behalf of every UCC congregation. UCC
members and churches are free to differ
on important social issues, even as the
UCC remains principally committed to
unity in the midst of our diversity.

